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03/28/22 - 04/01/22

Hr 1 Actor Will Smith brutally slapped Chris Rock & failed to mention him 
in his apology at the Oscars. What do you think about what occurred?

Hr 2 Biden’s huge blunder stating that Putin can’t remain in power puts 
everyone on alert. There is a debate on whether Biden went off script or 
not.

Hr 3 Joe Biden’s poll numbers are so atrocious & watching NBC’s Chuck 
Todd report on them is somewhat appeasing. Also, President & Chief 
Client Officer at KeyCity Capital Charlie Dombek joins Mike to discuss 
what this incredible company offers & much more.

Hr 1 America is in trouble: Biden’s walk back is worse than the gaffe itself. 
Where do we go from here? Also, Ukraine & Russia hold new talks 
aimed at ending the fighting.

Hr 2 Biden used a cheat sheet while doubling down on his message to oust 
Putin. Plus, Mike plays a video of a comedian who made a troll type 
video melting down pretending to be a liberal.

Hr 3 Mike & Dr. John Lott Jr. discuss his new report which reveals there were 
excess votes for Biden in six key 2020 states.

Hr 1 Sen. Susan Collins will vote to confirm Ketanji Brown Jackson. Are 
RINOs worse than Democrats? Also, Andy Mangione joins Mike to 
discuss a bill the Democrats are pushing that would price fix the cost of 
insulin. It's nothing more than an election year messaging stunt.

Hr 2
A new poll shows Trump would beat Biden by 6 points, Harris by 11 in 
2024 race. Also, Biden signed a bill into law that makes lynching a 
federal hate crime.

Hr 3 What do you make of the NFL’s new rule requiring each team to hire 
offensive coaches based on race and sex? Plus, Mike shares a lot of 
really great positive news for the GOP ahead of the midterms.



Hr 1 Should we stop supporting woke corporations & companies such as 
Disney even if we enjoy what they offer? Plus, Sen. Mitt Romney 
criticizes Republicans over Ketanji Brown Jackson hearings when he 
really needs to be resisting Democrats & their policies.

Hr 2 NBC’s Chuck Todd says Democrats may be headed for a “shellacking” 
in November with 71% of Americans saying the United States is “on the 
wrong track”. Also, Oscars Co-Host Wanda Sykes calls out the 
Academy for not ejecting Will Smith after slapping Chris Rock.

Hr 3 The Hunter Biden laptop story is a huge deal & should’ve been covered 
long before the 2020 election. Also, Spokesman for ‘Color Us United’ 
Christian Watson tells Mike all about their UnAmerican Express 
campaign which is taking on all the ‘woke’ companies.

Hr 1 Guest host Carl Jackson discusses the controversial “Parental Rights in 
Education” bill that Gov. DeSantis has signed. Plus, Carl provides some 
economic updates for you.

Hr 2 Guest host Carl Jackson talks to a caller who points out that voter fraud 
doesn’t have to be ‘wide-spread’ in order to be a serious issue. Plus, all 
this gender talk needs to stay far away from our children.

Hr 3 Guest host Carl Jackson discusses the very important issue of election 
integrity. How legitimate was the 2020 election? Also, Carl shares all the 
issues he believes Republicans need to focus on after winning the 
midterms this year.
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04/04/22 - 04/08/22

Hr 1 Should Donald Trump continue to beat the drum about the presidential
election in 2020 being rigged?

Hr 2 Americans instinctively know this Russian invasion of Ukraine wouldn’t
have happened under Trump’s leadership. Also, Maryland Gov. Larry
Hogan’s remarks about Florida’s parental rights bill will shock you.

Hr 3 Democrats are trying to prolong Covid restrictions when most of
America has had enough with them. Plus, Mike reads a heart-warming
note from a listener who also sent him the flag pin that he’s wearing.

Hr 1 Three RINO Republicans known as Mitt Romney, Lisa Murkowski, &
Susan Collins all voted for Ketanji Brown Jackson to be on the Supreme
Court. Plus, Sen. Ted Cruz lays out the five big lies Democrats are using
to justify soaring inflation.

Hr 2 The media breathlessly reported on Trump’s supposed phone call gap on
January 6th & it turned out all being false. Also, Elon Musk has now
joined Twitter’s board of directors and is now the largest shareholder of
the company.

Hr 3 Mike talks to a caller from Maine who explains why Sen. Susan Collins
is a RINO amid RINOs letting us down repeatedly. Also, Whoopi
Goldberg claimed that Republicans are racist for opposing Judge Ketanji
Brown Jackson’s nomination to the Supreme Court.

Hr 1 Biden appeared to be completely out of it & ignored by his colleagues
including Obama at his White House event. Plus, AMAC’s Andy
Mangione joins Mike to discuss lowering drug prices by examining
pharmacy benefit manager business practices & Obama’s remarks on
healthcare with Biden at the White House.

Hr 2
Actor Sean Penn’s interview with Hannity begs the question of why the
Left seems to be supporting going to war with Russia. Also, Sen. Rand
Paul believes Twitter will be a better place if ‘Left-wing crazies’ leave
because of Elon Musk.
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04/11/22 - 04/15/22

Hr 1 Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey delivers an outstanding campaign ad focusing
on how Fake News, Big Tech, and the Left have hijacked our elections.
Also, what do you make of Donald Trump endorsing Dr. Oz for the
Pennsylvania Senate race?

Hr 2 Dr. Fauci is now saying it is up to Americans to assess their own risk &
make their own decisions regarding catching Covid. Plus, Liz Cheney
thinks she has got Trump now as she claims he is guilty of criminal
activity relating to January 6th.

Hr 3 President of Job Creators Network Alfredo Ortiz & Mike discuss
staffing shortages & what we can do to uplift small businesses. Also, Joe
Rogan says Democrats on Twitter spray ‘mental illness’ like ‘diarrhea
all over the screen’.

Hr 1 Inflation surges 8.5% in March to highest level since 1981. Also,
Philadelphia becomes first major city to reinstate a mask mandate.

Hr 2 Mike interviews Lt. Col. Allen West about his recent experience being
kicked off the campus at University of Buffalo due to radical protestors.
Plus, Biden is pushing for gun control once again.

Hr 3 Tucker Carlson revealed that he is not vaccinated against Covid. Also,
what is occurring in Shanghai China is ridiculous & the government is
using Covid to control their population.

Hr 1 Why do Democrats always blame the weapon instead of the suspect?
Plus, AMAC’s Andy Mangione joins Mike to discuss great
legislative/policy wins AMAC has had.

Hr 2
University of Chicago college student Chris Phillips joins Mike to
discuss his grilling of CNN’s Brian Stelter regarding media bias at
his campus. Plus, the Brooklyn subway shooting suspect has a lot
of racist & vulgar social media posts.

Hr 3 Reinstating any Covid restrictions is complete lunacy at this point. Do
you agree? Plus, Judge Jeanine Pirro slams NYC mayor Eric Adams for
not being in the city after the Brooklyn shooting due to having Covid.
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04/18/22 - 04/22/22

Hr 1 Rep. Ilhan Omar was mocked for voicing outrage over Easter worship
on a plane. Plus, CNN’s Senior Data Reporter Harry Enten goes over
Biden’s horrible poll numbers & it is something to behold.

Hr 2 Eric Adams says woke policies are directly to blame for soaring crime
across Democrat-run cities. Plus, Donna Brazile claims Democrats are
running on an economy that’s roaring back despite millions of
Americans struggling.

Hr 3 Dems insist that we need to end Title 42, but that Covid mandates must
stay in place for Americans. Plus, the Left is losing their minds over
Elon Musk’s offer to buy Twitter.

Hr 1 Mask mandates begin to drop on airlines across America after judge
rules against unlawful CDC guidelines. Also, Biden was talking about
Pakistan and Afghanistan to reporters at the White House when the
Easter Bunny intervened and he ended up walking away.

Hr 2 Sen. Elizabeth Warren warns Democrats are headed for 'big losses' in the
midterm elections. Also, Democrat strategist Danielle Moodie claimed
that Elon Musk is a danger to free speech when the opposite is true.

Hr 3 Mike & a caller discuss the Republican party that used to be & what the
GOP has positively morphed into. Plus, Tucker Carlson’s new
documentary about masculinity is being criticized by many on the Left.

Hr 1 Mike asks why people are getting annoyed if he decides to wear a mask
on a plane if he’s next to someone who is obviously nervous of catching
Covid. Plus, Andy Mangione joins Mike to discuss a bill AMAC
recently supported that would repeal the National Education
Association's federal charter.

Hr 2
Democrat Strategist James Carville suggests that Republicans are the
crazy & weird ones as if the Democrats are completely normal people.
Also, Biden aims to expand access to student-loan debt forgiveness
which is completely unreasonable.
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04/25/22 - 04/29/22

Hr 1 Twitter is reportedly on the verge of accepting Elon Musk’s $43 billion
bid to take the social network private. Also, Dinesh D’ Souza joins Mike
to discuss his new film, 2,000 mules, which focuses on the election
integrity concerns that millions of Americans have regarding the 2020
presidential election.

Hr 2 Sen. Elizabeth Warren displays just how panicked the Democrats are for
the midterms. She urged Biden to cancel student loan debt in an effort to
get college students to vote for the Democrats in the midterms.

Hr 3 Trump explained his endorsement of J.D. Vance for the Ohio Senate
race at his Ohio rally. Plus, Mike talks to a caller who asks how we can
trust that there will be a red wave this November.

Hr 1 Elon Musk bought Twitter for 44 billion dollars. The Left & the media
are going berserk as they lose their minds.

Hr 2 Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis hails Elon Musk buying Twitter as a blow to
the legacy media. Also, Dr. Oz made a very controversial comment
about being pro-life a few years ago that Pennsylvania voters need to
know about.

Hr 3 Mike’s caller brilliantly points out that Elon Musk didn’t buy Twitter
solely to make money, but to make change. Plus, Mike discusses the new
footage released showing how Alec Baldwin accidentally shot his co-
worker on a movie set.

Hr 1 Harvard University plans to spend $100 million to study and redress it’s
ties to slavery. Plus, Sen. Chuck Schumer argues the only way to get rid
of inflation is to get rid of the Trump tax cuts.

Hr 2
What is the official reason that Twitter permanently banned Donald
Trump from the platform? Mike shares the answer with you.

Hr 3 Mike has a tense exchange with a caller who claims that Donald Trump
denied the severity of Covid & didn’t do much to beat the virus. Also,
Brian Schiele from Fellowship Home Loans joins Mike to discuss how
the cost of mortgages is up 20% since December & more.
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05/02/22 - 05/06/22

Hr 1 Chairman of the DNC Jamie Harrison agrees with Journalist Roland
Martin that Democrats cannot play fair in the midterm elections. Also,
CNN’s David Zurawik completely hyperventilated about Elon Musk
buying Twitter.

Hr 2 DHS Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas said that Nina Jankowicz is
eminently qualified to lead Biden’s disinformation board. Plus, Gov.
Ron DeSantis said that Florida will take action against the Biden
administration’s new disinformation board.

Hr 3 Donald Trump held a raucous rally in Nebraska giving us all a breathe of
sanity that we desperately need right now. Plus, Apples employees are
telling Apple that the request to go back into the office is racist.

Hr 1 Mike plays Sebastian Gorka’s hot take on the Roe v. Wade SCOTUS
leak where he explains that this shows how real the Deep State is in
America. Plus, will Ohio voters be voting for Josh Mandel or JD Vance
in the primary election?

Hr 2 VP of Communications at Susan B. Anthony List Mallory Quigley &
Mike discuss the unprecedented SCOTUS news showing Roe v. Wade
could be overturned. Plus, Jen Psaki refuses to say the disinformation
board will not censor information.

Hr 3 President of PreBorn Ministry Dan Steiner joins Mike to discuss the
significance of the Supreme Court’s draft opinion on Roe v. Wade. Plus,
Mike plays his 9/11 tribute of Silent Night as a reminder that God is
everywhere.

Hr 1 The CDC used location data from millions of cell phones to track
lockdown compliance of Americans throughout the pandemic. Plus,
Andy Mangione joins Mike to discuss what AMAC is doing to advocate
for hospital price transparency.

Hr 2
All 22 Trump-backed candidates won the primaries in Ohio & Indiana
showing that the MAGA movement is still thriving. Plus, a supposed
“pro-life Republican” calls Mike and asks why he supports Trump.
Fireworks ensue.
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05/09/22 - 05/13/22

Hr 1 Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s utterly unhinged shrieking over the SCOTUS
draft opinion leak is something to behold. Also, what do you think about
the possibility that some of the justices might flip and actually not vote
to overturn Roe v. Wade when that time comes?

Hr 2 Mike will play two CBS Sunday Morning news packages focused on
Roe v. Wade & abortion that are very insightful. Plus, Sen. Kirsten
Gillibrand believes we need to eliminate the filibuster ahead of the vote
to codify Roe v. Wade.

Hr 3 In less than 12 hours, 2,000 Mules grossed more than $1 million on
Rumble & locals. Plus, Comedian Laurie Kilmartin on MSNBC said she
wants to ‘make sweet love’ to the SCOTUS leaker and ‘joyfully abort
our fetus’.

Hr 1 Should American taxpayers be paying for the Biden administration to
provide free internet to poor families? Plus, Mike argues with a caller
who says he understands why some Americans won’t vote after seeing
2,000 Mules.

Hr 2 What in the world is going on with Americans who are saying they will
not vote in future elections due to the voter fraud we’ve all witnessed in
2020 & in the new film 2,000 Mules?

Hr 3 The Left defends the mobs that are protesting outside Supreme Court
justices’ homes. AM660 The Answer host Mark Davis joins Mike to
discuss the legality of these activists protesting outside their homes.

Hr 1 Sen. Tim Scott delivers a stunning rebuke to Janet Yellen’s claim that
women need access to abortion. Also, Andy Mangione joins Mike to
discuss how AMAC & members are fighting to secure our elections in
states across America.

Hr 2
Elon Musk states that he would reverse Trump’s suspension from
Twitter. Trump is not going anywhere and it’s very apparent.

Hr 3 Sen. Rand Paul & Mike discuss the insanity of Biden having a
‘disinformation board’ & much more. Plus, Ben Shapiro has a very
powerful reaction to Dinesh D ’Souza’s “2,000 Mules” film.
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05/16/22 - 05/20/22

Hr 1 Are you cynical that Joe Biden is going to visit Buffalo after the mass
shooting, but never visited Waukesha after the Christmas parade
rampage there? Plus, Mike talks to a caller who was in the Waukesha
parade to get his perspective on how these shootings are covered.

Hr 2 Steve Hilton says we should hold people accountable for allowing the
Buffalo shooter to have purchased a gun in the first place. Also, Nancy
Pelosi complained that we have babies who are hungry in America &
our shelves are bare.

Hr 3 Conservative political commentator & former police officer Brandon
Tatum joins Mike to discuss his new show launching for Salem Radio
Network! Also, Jen Psaki insisted that sending baby formula to the
border is the morally right thing to do.

Hr 1 There are quite a few Lefties blaming Tucker Carlson for the Buffalo
shooting by claiming he supports some replacement theory. Plus, Gov.
Ron DeSantis signed legislation making it a crime to picket or protest
outside a judge or individual’s home.

Hr 2 Peter Doocy presses new White House press secretary Karine Jean-
Pierre on why Biden went to Buffalo but not Waukesha. Plus, how is
attorney Benjamin Crump always almost immediately on the scene
following a mass shooting or major tragedy?

Hr 3 Tucker Carlson blasted Biden & the media for their immediate
politicization of the Buffalo shooting after it occurred. Plus, Ben Shapiro
makes the case that Great Replacement Theory is not mainstream
conservatism.

Hr 1 Mike & 660AM The Answer host Mark Davis argue over Madison
Cawthorn & whether Republicans should support him moving forward.
Also, Biden disgustingly uses his Buffalo speech to attack his political
opponents.
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05/23/22 - 05/27/22

Hr 1 Stacey Abrams said that Georgia is the worst state in the country to live
in during a recent speech she gave. Does that make Georgians want to
support her?

Hr 2 Hillary Clinton personally approved the plan to share Trump-Russia
allegations with the press in 2016 according to her campaign manager.
Dan Bongino says this is the biggest political scandal in modern history.

Hr 3 Voting is surging in Georgia despite the controversial new election law.
Also, Virginia Gov. Youngkin restores voting rights for thousands of ex
felons.

Hr 1 Joe Biden praises high gas prices as part of an ‘incredible transition’.
NBC’s Yamiche Alcindor claims that voter ID laws are driven by the
belief that Black people don’t deserve access to citizenship.

Hr 2 Whoopi Goldberg slams the archbishop for saying Nancy Pelosi isn’t
entitled to receive communion. Plus, Mike Rakeman from Fellowship
Home Loans joins Mike to discuss how this mortgage company is so
helpful during these tumultuous times when it comes to buying a new
home.

Hr 3 Senior Adviser to Trump’s 2020 campaign Corey Lewandowski & Mike
discuss the bombshell story that Hillary Clinton approved the
dissemination of the Trump-Russia hoax to the media.

Hr 1 The horrific mass shooting at Robb Elementary school in Uvalde, Texas
left 19 children & 2 teachers dead. Also, Sen. Chris Murphy took to the
Senate floor to beg his colleagues to take action on gun control.

Hr 2
Joe Biden blamed the gun lobby for the Texas school shooting and
demanded new gun laws. Also, Associate professor & author Dr. Jaclyn
Schildkrout joins Mike to discuss what we can do to hopefully prevent
future mass shootings.

Hr 3 A Democrat Congressman had some nasty things to say about prayer
following the Texas shooting. Plus, Stacey Abrams twists herself into
knots while trying to explain away surging voter turnout.
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05/30/22 - 06/03/22

Hr 1 Best Of Mike Gallagher Show

Hr 2 Best Of Mike Gallagher Show

Hr 3 Best Of Mike Gallagher Show

Hr 1 Former President Trump stated that the existence of evil is why law-
abiding Americans need the 2nd Amendment. Plus, Sen. Ted Cruz urged
American schools to have a single point of entry & more armed security
guards at schools while speaking at the NRA convention.

Hr 2 Mike issues an apology for part of the way he handled listener’s
concerns about the delayed police response in Uvalde. Plus, Joe Biden
falsely claims again that you couldn’t buy a cannon when the 2nd
Amendment was ratified.

Hr 3 President & CEO of Job Creators Network Alfredo Ortiz joins Mike to
discuss JCN’s new initiative to fight back against ‘wokeness’ taking
over our corporations. Also, Sen. Ted Cruz was confronted by a radical
liberal activist who was shouting at him that he had blood on his hands
for the children who died in Uvalde.

Hr 1 White House press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre says Biden does not
support ‘hardening schools ’to protect children from mass shooters. Plus,
AMAC’s Andy Mangione joins Mike to discuss some updates regarding
what AMAC is working on to ensure our elections are secure.

Hr 2
Another Clinton crony by the name of Michael Sussman was acquitted
of lying to the FBI. Plus, Canada’s PM Justin Trudeau proposed a bill to
freeze all handgun sales in Canada in response to the Uvalde shooting.

Hr 3 Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen admits that the Biden administration
was wrong about just how horrible inflation would get. Also, Biden’s
Justice Department is seeking to reinstate mask mandates on public
transportation.
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06/06/22 - 06/10/22

Hr 1 MSNBC’s Tiffany Cross suggests that the GOP is going to cheat in the
midterms because of their ‘trash’ policies. Plus, Los Angeles DA
Gascon's office lands a 5-month probation camp sentence for a teen who
mowed down a mom and her infant.

Hr 2 Are the disastrous policies that are resulting in high gas prices & soaring
crime intentional? Plus, GOP Rep. Tom Rice says he’d consider
supporting Trump again if he apologizes for Jan. 6.

Hr 3 Tammy Bruce accurately points out that the Jan. 6th hearings will be
‘major Broadway theater’. Also, Philadelphia DA Larry Krasner blamed
the NRA & guns following the shooting in his city.

Hr 1 Peter Navarro has been charged with contempt of Congress and taken
away for not complying with Jan 6th committee. Also, Associate
Director of Academy Programs for the Prison Fellowship Academy
Tammy Franklin joins Mike to discuss all that this incredible
organization has to offer.

Hr 2 CNN’s Harry Enten predicts that Republicans will win a huge House
majority in the upcoming midterms. Plus, Liz Cheney accused Kevin
McCarthy of embracing anti-semites in a new interview.

Hr 3 Former Senior advisor to President Obama, Dan Pfeiffer, complained
that Ben Shapiro, Dan Bongino, & Candace Owens getting more views
than CNN & the New York Times is a danger to democracy. Plus,
NBC’s Yamiche Alcindor says that Dems need to make Americans
focus on the Jan 6th garbage since there are so many other crises we are
facing.

Hr 1 Ana Navarro rages at Jonah Goldberg over taking new action on guns.
Also, AMAC’s Andy Mangione joins Mike to discuss how AMAC has
been heavily involved in delivering election victories for the GOP &
much more.

Hr 2
Matthew McConaughey’s speech at the White House had some solid
points, but as we dive into these gun restriction suggestions they aren’t
constitutional. Plus, the CDC is now recommending masks when
traveling because of monkeypox.
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06/13/22 - 06/17/22

Hr 1 Senators reach a gun control agreement that focuses on school safety,
red flag laws, & more. Does this sound like a slippery slope to you?

Hr 2 The story of the Brett Kavanaugh assassination attempt was ignored by
the Sunday news shows. Also, Chief Communications Officer for Job
Creators Network Elaine Parker joins Mike to discuss soaring inflation
& what we can do to stop ‘wokeness’ from taking over our corporations.

Hr 3 Mike wonders if this bipartisan gun control agreement is truly just going
to strip Americans of their 2nd Amendment right. What are your
thoughts on the red flag law aspect of this deal?

Hr 1 Donald Trump is hoping to celebrate his birthday with some South
Carolina primary victories. Plus, Trump released a lengthy statement
responding to the Jan. 6th hearings that every American ought to read.

Hr 2 Inflation is the issue on the top of every American’s mind as it worsens
under Biden’s leadership. Plus, does the Jan. 6th committee plan on
indicting Trump?

Hr 3 Founder of Turning Point USA & fellow Salem Radio Network radio
host Charlie Kirk joins Mike to discuss the state of America right now &
his new book, “The College Scam”. Plus, red flag laws are an absolute
non-starter and are just unconstitutional.

Hr 1 There is a rumor that Biden may announce he is not running for
President again in 2024. If that is the case, who will the Democrats
nominate for President? Also, the House approved a bill to boost
security for our Supreme Court justices following the Kavanaugh
assassination attempt, but 27 Democrats voted against it.

Hr 2
Biden’s speech in Philadelphia for the AFL-CIO Convention was
nothing short of a train-wreck. Also, the WHO is set to rename
‘monkeypox’ because scientists & other are complaining that the name
is ‘stigmatizing’.
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06/20/22 - 06/24/22

Hr 1 Joe Biden fell off his bike over the weekend in Delaware which is like a
metaphor for what America is going through right now. Plus, Harvard
graduate Julie Hartman joins Mike to discuss the new “Dennis and Julie
podcast” that she is co-hosting with Dennis Prager.

Hr 2 Sen. John Cornyn & Rep. Dan Crenshaw got booed at the Texas GOP
convention due to their recent stances on gun legislation. Plus, a caller
points out that if a liberal Supreme Court justice had protests outside
their home, the news would cover it non-stop.

Hr 3 Vice President Kamala Harris insisted that abortion has nothing to do
with religious beliefs when she was speaking to reporters. Also, there
was a shooting that took place at a concert on Juneteenth in D.C. Is this
proof that strict gun laws don’t stop these shootings?

Hr 1 Are freedom-loving Americans still supporting Trump whole heartedly
for 2024 or considering alternative candidates? Plus, Stephen Colbert
responded to his staffers being arrested at the Capitol saying that his
folks are only guilty of ‘first degree puppetry’.

Hr 2 Texas Democrat Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee believes that racial reparations
will actually heal our nation. What are your thoughts on reparations?

Hr 3 Radio host on 660AM The Answer Mark Davis joins Mike to discuss the
growing narrative that is emerging in which some Republicans are
abandoning Trump & looking to support other candidates. Also, Joe
Biden snapped at a reporter who asked him about a coming recession.

Hr 1 New revelations arise about the response to the Uvalde school shooting
that are heart-breaking. Do you believe that Uvalde police chief Pete
Arredondo should be brought up on criminal charges?
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06/27/22 - 07/01/22

Hr 1 Following Roe v. Wade being overturned, Mike talks to a pro-life caller
who makes a very compelling point as to why choosing life is the best
thing to do. Plus, Nancy Pelosi was seen shoving Mayra Flores’ daughter
at her swearing-in ceremony.

Hr 2 Democrats such as AOC, Maxine Waters, & Elizabeth Warren have had
some unhinged reactions to Roe v. Wade being overturned. Plus, Dr.
Joseph Griffith who teaches at The King’s College & Mike discuss the
legal implications of Roe v. Wade being overturned.

Hr 3 Mike shares a voicemail greeting from a Houston-area abortion clinic
that is absolutely stunning. Plus, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the
Washington football coach who prayed on the field.

Hr 1 The clip of Nancy Pelosi ‘elbowing’ Rep. Mayra Flores’ daughter tells
you a lot about her. Plus, Mike shares with you the details of a
conversation he had with a pro-choice woman.

Hr 2 Texas Gov. Abbott lashes out at Biden after 46 migrants are found dead
in a tractor-trailer near San Antonio. Also, Mike Rakeman from
Fellowship Home Loans joins Mike to discuss mortgage demand hitting
a 22-year low as interest rates rise & how FHL is here to help.

Hr 3 Fox News analyst Gianno Caldwell sadly lost his brother due to the
crime crisis in Chicago. Plus, more than a million voters have switched
to the Republican Party in the last year.

Hr 1 Guest host Carl Jackson shares AOC’s comments regarding her desire to
open abortion clinics on federal land in red states. Plus, AMAC’s Andy
Mangione joins guest host Carl Jackson to discuss how AMAC is in
opposition to the newly signed gun control bill.

Hr 2
Founder of Armed American Radio Mark Walters talks to guest host
Carl Jackson about how critical our Second Amendment is, all the recent
Supreme Court victories, & the newly signed gun control bill. Plus,
Mike Gallagher himself stops by to check in from Germany.




